1988 toyota pickup fuel pump relay location
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unit its located under left side of dash. And its not a good idea to "bypass" the relay because it
is controlled by the ECM. The has an electric fuel pump. If your car is a hatchback, in the rear
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Toyota, in , began assigning dual letter engine codes to some of the "engine family" categories
in some engine lines, particularly six cylinder models. This can create potential confusion. Base
Turbo. The Denso Fuel Pump is intended to replace a faulty or broken unit in a compatible
vehicle. It was designed and constructed to meet or exceed the standards of the original
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plugged. Heavy build up of particulate matter in the The detection has indicated a value fuel
filter preventing fuel flow. Sorry to rehash an old thread like this, my 78 20r hilux is having the
same problem. Replaced fuel pump and still wont start. Disconnected the oil pressure sensor
that is located on the engine block right next to the oil filter, pump wont come on, disconnected
fuel pump relay still nothing. There is sufficient oil in the engine. Toyota didn't make a fuel
pump just for xB. It's a universal unit that fits many cars. Update location. Location The fuel
pump relay of a Ford pickup, also known as the fuel shut off switch, is located in the passenger
foot well, behind the behind the kick panel and inside the fuse panel. Fuel pump â€” should not
be confused with fuel dispenser, a device that dispenses fuel into an automobile. A high
pressure fuel pump on a Yanmar 2GM20 marine diesel engine. A fuel pump is a frequently but
not always essential component on a car or otherâ€¦ â€¦. Ask Question Asked 6 years, 2 months
ago. Location of O2 sensor on Toyota pickup. Bring your vehicle's fuel system back to its top
shape with this top-notch part. Bring your Toyota Pickup Base. All Fuel Types. Other Filters
Show or Hide Options. Skip to main search results. However, I have no idea where this is

located, presumably under the dash The first place I would check is the fuse and relay box in
the engine compartment. The underside of the cover should have a diagram on it. When hooked
up to a power source, the pump ran, though i did not try to start the engine. I took the
opportunity to completely replace all fuses, replace the EFI Main relay and replace all the fusible
links, except for the A for the alternator. Your fuel pump relay is in the driver's fuse box. Top
row, center relay. The fuel pump relay is a green 2 inch cube located in the trunk of the car.
Open the trunk, on right hand side, there will be a panel that you can pull off. A little bit of aero
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the car was running. Full throttle to start back? It's over heating and stalling? I have intermittent
starting issues, any ideas? Today I will show you the location of the fuel pump relay in a
Mercedes B Intentionally blank: Related Parts. Shop our large selection of parts based on
brand, price, description, and location. Order the part with stock number in hand. It directly
provides 12v to the fuel pump, also the AFM air flow meter housing same as air filter has a
coiled leaf switch which activates the fuel pump. Remember Me? Site Navigation. Where is the
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fuel pump running when key is turned on to the start pos.. But no power through the main ecu
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Ingram skittleman Trying to replace my fuel relay for my truck and I can't find it. My truck used
to run. Now I turn the key, it engages the starter but I don't get any fuel to the motor. I've
replaced my fuel pump, fuel filter. Now it's down to either the worse for the
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pump or the relay. So I'm doing the relay. Not sure if this is relevant to your vehicle, but here is
the service manual for a Toyota Truck - 4 Runner. Look on the cover or inside the cover and it
should show you the relay number. To test it just pull another relay that has the same ratings
and use it. If it works it is your relay, if it doesn't work. Not a relay problem. Do you hear the fuel
pump prime when you turn on your ignition? Have you checked your fuel pressure if injected?
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this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo.
Score 0. The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Hi
skittleman88 , Not sure if this is relevant to your vehicle, but here is the service manual for a
Toyota Truck - 4 Runner. Was this answer helpful? Score 2. Score 1. Add your answer William
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